VISIT the North Carolina Board of Nursing website (www.ncbon.com) for an explanation of how to develop your plan, what learning activities provide evidence of continuing competence, and what documentation is needed.

VISIT the North Carolina Area Health Education Centers (AHEC) Program website (www.ncahec.net) to browse extensive continuing education offerings that relate to your continuing competence plan – from traditional workshops and certification reviews to on-line programs. Search the AHEC Continuing Education Statewide Calendar for clinical topics, leadership and management issues, preceptor development and nursing specialty areas. AHEC programs are approved to meet the North Carolina Board of Nursing continuing competence requirements.

AHEC encourages you to consider advancing your career though nursing degree programs such as RN to BSN and MSN. This is also an approved continuing competence activity! VISIT the College Foundation of North Carolina website (www.cfnc.org) and search “nursing careers” to find educational mobility options in NC colleges and universities. Discover many programs that are designed for working nurses and great tips to plan, apply, and pay for college.

AHEC is pleased to offer resources to help NC nurses meet Continuing Competence Requirements!